
Green Mountain Girls, Mari Omland and Laura Olsen practice 
relational farming, where CSA members and visitors are invited to 
share and enjoy their farm and its products.  The opportunities to 
get to know the farm are many and range from a week on the 
premises to a 45 minute “meet the farmers” tour.  A “Cheese 
Making Class” is artfully called, “Teat to Table”; “Yes You Can” is 
a guided canning workshop, starting with a harvest in the fields 
and ending in the kitchen; and “The Chickens and the Eggs” 
activity offers visitors of  any age the chance to feed the chickens, 
collect the eggs and wash and package them for the farm stand. 
The “Great Room”, a finished room in their 160-year-old barn is 
rented for meetings and celebrations, and each week for 
Wednesday yoga classes, and overnight guests have two choices of  
where to stay.  Brightly colored signs point visitors towards the 
pick-your -own herbs and a seat under an arbor overlooking a 
pond, begs the passer by to rest their feet. 

Offering authentic on-farm experiences is woven into the mission 
of  Mari and Laura’s farm, and they enjoy the complexities this 
brings to their bottom line. “We farm relationships and produce an 
intentional blend of  value,” they write. “Our complex bottom line 
insists upon financial profitability, delighted customers, engaged 
neighbors, well functioning natural systems and thriving farmers.” 

Green Mountain Girls Farm is situated in Northfield, Vermont just off  of  the highway. The original barn stands tall, 
marking the entrance, and upon stepping out of  the car, the farm seems to wrap itself  around its guests.  The hoop 
houses are a stone’s throw from the parking area.  The greenhouse is adjacent to the farm stand, which houses jars of 
sweets and pickles, books, baskets of  herbs, coolers of  veggies and milk, bouquets of  flowers and freezers full of  
meat.  A short path around the pond leads to a pasture where chickens forage.  The goats browse next to the 
driveway, watching visitors as they arrive and explore.  

At the start of  the workshop on August 8, Laura herded guests out of  the farm stand, up a staircase of  native stone 
steps and  into the barn’s Great Room. The sparsely furnished room had a kitchen at one end, where batches of  
chevre hung in cheese cloth above the sink. Laura described the process and explained that she wasn’t a great 
cheesemaker, but had become very comfortable with chevre. It freezes well, which is a major benefit to her family.  
The group of  five participants took turns with each step, heating the milk, checking its temperature, adding the 
culture and rennet, slicing the curd, straining and eventually seasoning it.  Because there are 12-24 hour rest periods 
in the cheese making process, Laura had prepared batches ahead of  time so participants could see each of  the 
necessary steps.  

Though Laura makes chevre very, very often, her fascination with the 
process and excitement matched that of  the guests.  She answered 
every question thoughtfully.  The casual hour and a half  passed quickly 
and before long, Laura set out crackers and vegetables to eat the cheese 
with, and the group indulged together.  They poured over Laura’s 
recipe books, chatted, and their mouths watered more with each bite. 
This, and other experiences Green Mountain Girls Farm offers are 
reminders that on-farm education can serve any size group, and 
sometimes small is manageable and intimate.  From a honeymooning 
couple looking for a weekend of  relaxation, to three neighbors looking 
for a a new skill, education based on your skills and your products is 
extremely valuable to your community and travelers alike.  Farmers are 
experts in so much, and consumers are hungry for connections to the 
land, their food and the farmers that produce it.  The Mari and Laura 
show that with the right facilities and the right marketing, anything is 
possible. 

Green Mountain Girls • Making Chevre at Home
 A hands-on class that will walk through the steps to make chevre from farm fresh goat milk         August 8, 2013



Making Chevre at Home
Do you love chevre? Have you been 
curious about making it at home? It 
is fun and easy to make your own 
delicious dairy products made from  
fresh, local organically raised milk 
and chevre is a great place to start! 
The workshop is a hands-on class 
that will walk through all of  the 
steps to make chevre from farm 
fresh goat milk. From milk to 
serving. 
Cost: $25/person. Includes hands-
on instruction, recipes, meeting the 
goats and samples, of  course.  
Please register via email.
Farmstand Members receive a 10% 
discount; Omnivore Share 
members receive a 20% discount.
If  you are interested in the full 
process from milking to making 
cheese, see our
From Teat to Table Farm 
Experience.
 
Pickles and Pickling
Pickling and canning isn’t just a 
focus at the end of  the harvest 
season. You can pickle storage 
veggies in the winter too.  Jaska 
Bradeen will lead you through the 
basics of  pickling root vegetables 
and taste a range of  farm fresh 
pickle

Lard, Love, and Pies
As Jennifer McLagan notes in Fat; 
An Appreciation of  a 
Misunderstood 
Ingredient,  rendering lard is ”so 
simple that you should really do it 
yourself. The advantage of  
rendering at home is that you can 
decide which fat to render and you 
can control its taste”. Whether you 
are all about simplicity and getting 
back to the basics or you are the 
more finicky, discerning foodie, we 
will ready you to render your own 
lard. In the class we’ll render leaf  
lard and work the finished product 

In-Depth Farmer Tour (2 hours, 
includes farm-fresh snack)
Spend a few hours touring our farm 
and you’ll come away with 
memories, great stories and 
probably a new favorite animal. We 
will share stories of  the farm and its  
characters while we introduce you 
to our livestock and crops. You’ll get 
to enjoy seeing our goats, pigs and 
poultry on pasture as they eat, dig, 
frolic or just lounge in their mud 
puddle, if  it is a hot day.
Many who raise livestock on 
pasture call themselves 
“grassfarmers” and we hold that as 
a proud and accurate label for our 
work. But our more primary 
identity is as “relationship farmers.” 
For example, we nurture 
connections between our soils and 
our produce and we believe that we
—our customers as well as ourselves
—can know and name our animals,  
ultimately appreciating not only the 
taste and health qualities of  grass-
fed meat but also the meaning it 
holds. Our complex bottom line 
results from our understanding of  
these interrelationships and we will 
share them with you, answering 
your questions about the livestock 
and crops and what it takes to make 
it all work. Our tour will conclude 
with a farm-fresh snack at our farm 
stand. Good for all ages. It is a 
walking tour over some uneven 
ground. $25/person, $50 
minimum.

The Chickens & The Eggs 
Who came first? It doesn’t matter. 
We have to feed the chickens, 
collect the eggs, and get them 
washed and packaged for folks who, 
like you, love the vibrant, orange 
yolks of  eggs from chickens who 
forage, fly, and frolic, enjoying life 
on pasture. Good for all ages/
abilities. $10/person, $30 
minimum.

We are delighted at your interest in our farm! It is our desire to make farming a viable career 
path and farms profitable. Our goal is to balance the demands of  the farm with the opportunity 
to share farm experiences, all while maintaining the infrastructure to support your needs while 
you’re here, and ensuring visitor safety. Despite your collection of  talents that might enable you 
to contribute good work during your farm experience, there are a number of  costs associated 
with making them available. All are a part of  why we charge fees for you to participate in farm 
experiences here at Green Mountain Girls Farm.  - Eatstayfarm.com

Welcome the Baby Chicks
Join the farmers as we pick up the 
baby chicks or turkey poults from 
the post office and welcome them to 
the farm. Includes preparing the 
space and introducing each chick 
upon arrival to food and water and 
frequent checks to make sure all are 
thriving. Ceremonious, respectful 
composting of  any mortalities. Pre-
determined limited days available, 
requires overnight stay as pick-up is 
generally early in the morning. Good 
for all ages.  $30/person, no 
minimum. Available for arrival of  
turkey chicks Aug 9-11 or Aug 16-18.

Farmstay
The farmstay space is private, 
upstairs in the finished section of  the 
barn. The main bedroom is 
comfortably appointed with a queen-
size bed, augmented with a twin 
daybed. The adjacent living area 
faces east and has great views of  the 
farm. For larger groups, step up the 
antique ladder to the loft for 
additional sleeping spots—another 
twin bed and a double bed. The 
corner nook provides a twin futon.
The farmhouse-style kitchen, full 
bathroom, and great room below are 
exclusively yours evening through 
morning, 7pm to 9am. During the 
day, the downstairs rooms are shared 
with other farm visitors unless you 
rent them for exclusive use.
Linens, towels, and an equipped 
kitchen are all provided. There is also 
a washer and dryer available for your 
use. Wireless internet is 
complimentary and we have strong 
cell phone reception.
An orientation tour by one of  the 
farmers will brief  you on your 
surroundings and the farm operation. 
Overnight rates include a farm-fresh 
breakfast basket. If  you’re looking to 
stock up on more provisions for your 
stay, come shop at our farm stand. 
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